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Introduction

Viruses, the preponderant species, are the agents of horizon-

tal gene transfer between cellular organisms, a major means

for generation of genetic variability that drives evolution in

varying environments. Recent work on virus × host inter-

action has led to revision of the conventional idea that the

genetic code of the virus and host must be same so that the

host translational system facilitates efficient, accurate and

complete expression of the infecting viral genome. There is

evidence now that differences between the genetic codes of

viruses and their hosts are not an absolute barrier to virus

multiplication. The recent work on mechanisms by which

viruses overcome the mismatch in codon usage of host ver-

sus theirs is discussed here contextually. Examples of coevo-

lution of viruses and their hosts, in terms of genetic code

usage, discussed here agree with the concept that their evolu-

tion is reciprocally driven and therefore suggestive of a kind

of long-term interdependent symbiotic relationship between

them.

Standard genetic code

Evolution in species of living organisms occurs based on the

origin of genetic variability in their genomes, that arises by

occurrence of mutations to generate new alleles and recom-

bination of variant alleles in the genes already present in

their genome and by interspecies sexual hybridization, asex-

ual cell fusions and plasmid, and virus-mediated horizontal

gene transfers that expand their genomes. Intraspecies and

interspecies exchange of genetic information requires that the

genomes of concerned species use the same genetic code.

Indeed, in a large majority of prokaryotic genomes (of eubac-

teria, archaea and plastids and/or mitochondria in eukaryotes

∗For correspondence. E-mail: sushil2000_01@yahoo.co.in.

(protists, fungi, plants and animals)) and nuclear genomes

of eukaryotes, the standard/canonical genetic code is used

(Crick et al. 1961; Matthaei et al. 1962; Salas et al. 1965;

Khorana et al. 1966).

Normally, the living organisms use a set of 20 amino

acids to make their proteins that perform most of their cel-

lular functions. The genetic code is a map that relates the

amino acids in proteins to the codons in the genomic DNA or

messenger RNA (mRNA) products of the genes in genomic

DNA. The standard genetic code consists of 64 codons

of different sequences of three nucleotides. To achieve it,

the nucleotides of four bases: thymine (T) in DNA or its

counterpart uracil (U) in RNA and cytosine (C), adenine

(A) and guanine (G), are arranged in all permutations of

three nucleotides. During translation of each of mRNA into

respective protein (polypeptide) on ribosomes, 61 codons are

interpreted as 20 amino acids (table 1). Among these sense

codons, AUG has dual function besides specifying Met, it

also serves as the start signal. Three codons: UAA (ochre),

UAG (amber) and UGA (opal): act as translation stop sig-

nals. In the translation process on ribosomes (Selmer et al.

2006; Alberts 2008; Korostelev et al. 2008; Root-Bernstein

and Root-Bernstein 2015), transfer RNAs (tRNA) that carry

anticodons and specific amino acids enable the sequence of

codons in mRNA to get dictated into the sequence of amino

acids in the polypeptide, via the codon–anticodon pairings

(Kirchner and Ignatova 2015). Organisms contain upto 31

tRNAs that can read the 61 sense codons. The stop (non-

sense) codons are directly read by release factor(s) (RF-

protein) that mimic tRNA function and release the trans-

lated polypeptide products from ribosomes by interacting

with them. There are two RFs in prokaryotes, RF1 reads

UAA and UAG and RF2 reads UAA and UGA and the only

release factor eRF1 reads all three stop codons in eukary-

otes (Kanaya et al. 1999; Bertram et al. 2001; Kapp and

Lorsch 2004; Gingold and Pilpel 2011). The genetic code has
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Table 1. The standard genetic code (codon information shown in black colour) and changes from it observed in the alternate genetic codes
of nuclear genomes of certain eukaryotes (information shown in blue colour), genomes of mitochondria of many diverse eukaryote species
and certain bacterial and archaeal species (information shown in red colour) and genomes of a variety of bacteriophages (information shown
in green colour). The word ‘Start’ bearing a black line below means that these codons serve as alternate start codons for one or more genes
in certain organisms using standard genetic code. The codons dispensed from genomes of certain organism are identified by a ‘*’ below
them. The * is of orange colour for codons experimentally eliminated from certain strains of Escherichia coli and it is of brown colour for
the naturally missing codonsa.

Second

First ThirdGACU

UUU phenylalanine (Phe) UCU Serine (Ser) UAU tyrosine (Tyr) UGU cysteine (Cys) U

reSCCUehpCUU

*

UAC Tyr UGC Cys C 

UUA leucine (Leu) Stop

Start

UCA Ser Stop UAA stop Gln/ Gln

(Ochre) Ser / Tyr 

UGA stop Trp/Trp/ Trp /Cys

(opal) Gly/Gly

A

U

UUG Leu Start /Startb UCG Ser UAG stop Gln/Gln / Leu/

(Amber) * * Ala

UGG tryptophan (Trp) G

C CUU Leu Thr 

*

CCU proline (Pro) CAU histidine (His) CGU arginine (Arg) U

CUC Leu Thr 

*

CCC Pro

*

CAC His CGC Arg

*

C

CUA Leu Thr 

*

CCA Pro CAA glutamine (Gln) CGA Arg

*

A

CUG Leu Ser /Thr/Start CCG Pro CAG Gln Start CGG Arg

*

G

A AUU isoleucine (Ile) Start ACU theonine (Thr) AAU aspergine (Asn) AGU serine (Ser) U

AUC Ile Start ACC Thr 

*

AAC Asn AGC Ser C 

AUA Ile Met /Start

*

ACA Thr AAA lysine (Lys) Asn AGA Arg Ser /Gly/Stop

*

A

AUG methionine

(Met) start

ACG Thr AAG Lys AGG Arg Ser /Gly/Lys/Stop

* *

G

G GUU valine (Val) GCU alanine (Ala) GAU asparticacid (Asp) GGU glycine (Gly) U

GUC Val

*

GCC Ala

*

GAC Asp GGC Gly C 

AylGAGGglutamic acid (Glu)AAGalAACGlaVAUG

GUG Val Start /Start GCG Ala GAG Glu GGG Gly G

aThe table has been compiled based on the following references: Elzanovski and Ostell (2013) and references given in their report on
behalf of National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI), Bethesda. O’Flaherty et al. (2004); Naryshkina et al. (2006); Trotter
et al. (2006); Shackelton and Holmes (2008); Lajoie et al. (2013); Taylor et al. (2013); and Ivanova et al. (2014).
bThe viruses of archaea, bacteria, mitochondria and plastids have been treated as phages, since mitochondria and plastids are prokaryotes
that entered into stable symbiotic association with eukaryotes by their propagation as organelles in cytoplasm of eukaryotic cells.

redundancies, such that except for two of the amino acids

(Met and Trp), all the others are encoded by two to six (so

called synonymous) codons. Likewise, there is redundancy

of tRNAs for large majority of amino acids. These redundan-

cies are responsible for bias in the use of standard genetic

code in the organisms of its implementation, leading to rare,

if at all, equal use of synonymous codons.

Nonrandom use of the synonymous codons in

cellular organisms

Biased or nonrandom use of synonymous codons is a

species-wise character in both prokaryotic and eukaryotic

organisms (Ermolaeva 2001; Angellotti et al. 2007). It is

an outcome of the interaction of genomes with environ-

ment in the course of evolvement of the present species and

their parents (Francino and Ochman 1999; Lynn et al. 2002;

Willenbrock et al. 2006; Lin and Forsdyke 2007; Behura

and Severson 2013). The genome × environment interaction

brings about several to many characteristics of individual

species to determine the biased use of the standard genetic

code. They include genome size and its base composition

(G + C content; Lynn et al. 2002; Willenbrock et al. 2006;

Agashe et al. 2013; Ma et al. 2015), structure, activity,

stability and levels of the protein and RNA products of

gene expression (dos Reis et al. 2004; Cooper and Brown

2008; Drummond and Wilke 2008; Angov 2011; Frenkel-

Morgenstern et al. 2012; Hu et al. 2013; Pechmann et al.

2014; Dimitrieva and Anisimova 2014; Hockenberry et al.

2014; Ma et al. 2015), additional roles of various gene exons

serving as binding sites for regulatory proteins (Stergachis

et al. 2013), relative abundance of tRNAs and differential

tightness of binding between different codons and correspond-

ing anticodon synonyms borne on tRNAs (Ikemura 1985;

Dong et al. 1996; Kramer and Farabaugh 2007; Stoletzki

and Eyre-Walker 2007; Dana and Tuller 2014; Stoecklin and
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Diederichs 2014; Xia 2015), and effectiveness of release

factor(s) (Tate et al. 1995; Freistroffer et al. 2000).

The idea that the codon usage bias implemented in species

is optimized for environmental challenges has found some

experimental support. Genetically-engineered randomization

in codon usage, in the cluster of genes concerned with nitro-

genase function in Klebsiella oxytoca, resulted in lowering

the ability of bacteria, possessing this gene cluster, to fix

atmospheric nitrogen (Temme et al. 2012). Large malleabil-

ity in the use of synonymous codons, that perhaps adapts the

species to varying environments has been demonstrated in

Escherichia coli. Thirteen identified codons for seven amino

acids could be replaced by one or more of their synonyms

in 42 essential genes in 80 strains. Such genome restructured

strains, however, had altered fitness, in the form of enlarged

generation time, even under highly favourable laboratory

culture conditions (Gibson et al. 2010; Lajoie et al. 2013).

While meeting the demands of genome × environment

interaction, allowance for interspecies genetic exchange for

sharing improved adaptability traits, is a prerequisite in the

implementation of genetic code in each species. In the FAD7

gene of seven dicot species (Arabidopsis thaliana, Betula

pendula, Camellia sinensis, Glycine max, Helianthus annus,

Olea europea and Solanum lycopersicon) and three mono-

cot species (Musa basjoo, Oryza sativa and Zea mays), the

genetic code usage was largely similar among dicots on

one hand and among monocots on the other hand, but the

codon usage was significantly different between dicots and

monocots (Ma et al. 2015). Thus, alleles of FAD7 could be

functional even if transferred, sexually or asexually, between

phylogenetically distant genera among dicots or monocots.

Genome sequences of foreign origin, received horizontally

borne on plasmids or of infective viruses, that do not con-

form to the genetic code bias of the recipient host, will not

express efficiently unless they have evolutionarily adapted to

the codon usage and tRNA redundancies of the translation

system of their present host. In the organisms using alternate

genetic codes, certain sense codon(s) and/or stop codon(s)

are interpreted differently than in the organisms employing

the standard genetic code. The altered genetic codes also suf-

fer from codon biases. Thus, the translation systems of the

cellular host organisms, that use alternate genetic codes and

not the standard genetic code, become a formidable barrier

against the horizontally transferred genes and viruses pat-

terned after the standard genetic code or a differential form

of alternate genetic code. Genetic code alterations in a cellu-

lar organism or its virus are a means to isolate a population

of the species towards further speciation.

Alternate genetic codes

The standard genetic code for protein translation has been

preserved in large majority of organisms, a small num-

ber of changes in codon assignments have got selected in

the nuclear genomes of eukaryotes and prokaryotes and

organelle (mitochondrium and chloroplast) genomes of a

small number of cellular organisms and genomes of certain

viruses. The alternate genetic codes have evolved indepen-

dently some dozens of times. Consequently, the organelles of

some clades of various classes of eukaryotes and members

in the families of certain viruses, bacteria, fungi and inverte-

brates have come to possess alternate genetic codes of exclu-

sive properties. Elzanovski and Ostell (2013) have compiled

information on behalf of NCBI on the codon reassignments

and affected organisms with respect to 17 different types of

alternate genetic codes discovered among cellular organisms.

Three alternate genetic codes are identified in viruses (table 2).

Among the 17 nonstandard genetic codes of cellular organisms,

13 relate to mitochondria and two each to main genomes

of eukaryotes and bacteria (including archaea and plastids).

Each type of alternate genetic code occurs in one or more

species. The species using the same alternate genetic code are

closely related (for e.g., species in the genetic code types 6,

10, 12–14, 16, 21–25 of Elzanovski and Ostell (2013) or from

very distant lineages (for e.g., species of bacteria, fungi, red

algae, protozoa and coelentrates bearing the alternate genetic

code of type 4 of Elzanovski and Ostell (2013). In the 20

types of nonstandard genetic codes, only 1–8 (mean = 2.6)

codons have undergone change in their amino acids assign-

ment, while the remaining of the codons continue to have

normally assigned function in protein translation.

Table 1 summarizes codon usage in 21 genetic codes. As

compared to the standard genetic code, 20 codons (three

stop codons and 17 sense codons) in the 20 alternate genetic

codes, have got reassigned or dispensed with from usage.

Reassignments have resulted in increase of codons for the

amino acids Trp, Met, Asn, Cys, Gln, Lys and Tyr that are

encoded by one or two codons in the standard genetic code.

They have also increased degeneracy in codons for the amino

acids such as Ala, Gly, Leu, Ser and Thr for which the stan-

dard code has four or more codons. In different alternate

genetic codes, one stop codon, one codon for Leu and three

codons for Arg are not used, a codon each for Leu and Ser

and two codons for Arg have assumed stop codon function

and six codons serve as sense as will as start codons, in addi-

tion to three codons performing such function in the standard

genetic code. The stop codons of the standard genetic code

have been frequent target for reassignments in the alternate

genetic codes, demonstrating that all three are not essential

for usage in an organism. The significance of genetic code

alterations in the biology of concerned organisms remains to

be elucidated.

Viruses are parasites that depend on the translational

machinery present in the organelles or cytoplasm of their

hosts. Viruses overcome the genetic code biases and codon

usage changes by a variety of means. It is seen in table 2 that

some viruses with alternate genetic codes (mycoplasma and

spiroplasma phages and mitoviruses) underwent the same

kind of codon reassignments as in alternate genetic code

bearing cellular (host) organisms. This means that these

viruses have patterned their genetic code after that of their
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Table 2. Examples of virus/phage responses to the emergence of alternate genetic codes in their host. On one hand viruses/phages have evolved their genomes to harmonize with the
genetic code of the host and on the other hand viruses/phages adapt to the antagonism between their and host genetic codes.

Complexion of
coimplementation of Virus/phagea Site of virus gene Change(s)/reassignments from the standard code

the genetic codes in Genomic expression in the Host Concerned host

virus and its host Name characteristics host cell Name Habitat Virus/phage genome has genome has Reference(s)

Harmoniusb Phage K Double-strand Cytoplasm Staphylococcus Human nasal UUG Leucine → start UUG → start O’Flaherty
linear DNA aureus passage GUG Valine → start GUG → start et al. (2004)

bacterium
Phage 4268 As above As above Lactococcus Cheese As above As above Trotter

lactis bacterium et al. (2006)
Phage Phi YS40 As above As above Thermus Hot spring As above As above Naryshkina

thermophilus bacterium et al.(2006)
Phage MAV1 As above As above Mycoplasma Bacterium of UGA stop → tryptophan UGA stop → Shackelton and

arthritidis arthritic rats tryptophan Holmes (2008)
Phage SpV1-R8A2B Single-strand As above Spiroplasma Bacterium that As above As above as above

DNA virus citri causes stubborn
disease on
citrus plants

Phage OnuMv1a Double-strand Mitochondrium Ophiostoma Ascomycete As above As above Cole et al. (2000)
and others RNA novo-ulmi fungal pathogen and as above

of Dutch-elms
Helicobasidium Single-strand As above Helicobasidium Basidiomycete As above As above Shackelton and
mompa RNA mompa fungal pathogen Holmes (2008)
mitovirus of plants
1–18 (phages)
SsVL Double-strand Cytoplasm Scheffersomyces Used in Lost all the functionally CUG leucine → Taylor

RNA segobiensis bioethanol relevant CUG codons serine et al. (2013)
production

Antagonistic/ Phage 2 Double-strand As above NK NK UAG amber stop → UGA opal stop → Ivanova
incompatible DNA glutamine in late glycine; retains et al. (2014)

expressed genes; RF1 but has lost
additionally the gene RF2
(RF2) which is expressed
for the release factor 2
early and for Gln-tRNA
CUA and Ser tRNA CUA

aViruses of bacteria, archaea and of eukaryote mitochondria and plastids have been called phages here; bthis class of coevolution has been called in the text as conventional for the phages
K, 4268, PhiYS40, MAV1, SPV1-R8A2B, OnuMV1a and mitoviruses and complementary for the virus SsVL; NK, not known. As above indicate the information in the above row of the
same column.
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hosts, the translation processes of the viruses and their hosts

are not discrepant. Contranstingly, another virus (phage 2)

that differs in codon usage from that of its host, disrupts the

translation of host’s genetic code and thereby manipulates the

host in favour of its multiplication, as discussed below.

Modification of viruses to adapt to their host’s

genetic code

Viruses have been found to infect most of the cellular organ-

isms that have been investigated for viral presence and it is

believed that all cellular organisms may be sensitive to sev-

eral to many species of virus species (say 10 virus species

per cellular species on average basis) (Rohwer 2003; Koonin

2015a). It is important to note in this regard that 850 phages

have been isolated for a strain of Mycobacterium smeg-

matis (Hatfull 2015). A large majority of earth’s cellular

species remain to be described (Suttle 2007; Costello et al.

2013; Brown et al. 2015). It is thought that although a

large majority of terrestrial animal and plant species and

cultivable species of terrestrial fungi, bacteria and archaea

have been enumerated, however, as yet bulk of species of

terrestrial microorganisms (inhabiting soil and water bod-

ies) that are recalcitrant to cultivation (methods and media

presently available) and prokaryotes and eukaryotes of all

classes/groups inhabiting oceans remain to be enumerated

(Rohwer and Thurber 2009; Mora et al. 2011; Kyrpides et al.

2014). Recent informed estimates suggest that earth’s globe

may be harbouring 8.74 × 106 of eukaryotes and at least 107

species of bacteria and archaea (Mora et al. 2011; Azvolinsky

2014). Thus, there may be more than 2 × 108 species of

viruses/phages. The viromes of prokaryotes and eukaryotes

comprise of +ve and −ve single strand (ss) and double

strand (ds) classes of RNA viruses, ss and ds DNA viruses

and reverse — transcribing viruses with +ve strand RNA

genomes (Koonin et al. 2015a, b). The competence of viruses

to parasitize all groups of cellular organisms, their diver-

sity and the observation that viruses infect and multiply in

certain cellular organisms that have undergone codon usage

changes indicate that viruses are successful in surmounting

the challenges posed to them by the genetic code biases and

these together with alternate codes adopted by their hosts

(tables 2 and 3).

Adaptation of viruses to the nonrandom codon usages

in their hosts

Comparative analyses of the host range, life cycle, virion

structure and genome, transcriptome and proteome of viruses

belonging to various taxonomical classes have revealed that

viruses have adopted in the main two routes for achieving

translation efficiency of their RNA messages in the transla-

tional environments of varying codon usage of their hosts.

(i) A large majority of nondsDNA viruses and some dsDNA

viruses comprise a group which under the codon-selective

pressure exerted by their hosts, have evolved the codon usage

bias much like that of their hosts. This correspondence is

much more for the viral proteins expressed in large quanti-

ties, such as virion structural proteins than for viral proteins

expressed in small quantities, such as those concerned with

infection specificity (Carbone 2008; Lucks et al. 2008; Bahir

et al. 2009). Apparently, in the viruses of this groups, the

codon usage has become correlated with tRNA pool com-

position in their hosts. (ii) The second group consists of

dsDNA phages and viruses of large genomes (five exam-

ples are shown in table 3). The genomes of this group of

viruses carry genes for tRNAs or tRNAs and amino-acyl-

tRNA synthetases (aaRs). The virus tRNAs or tRNAs and

aaRs complement the translation apparatus of its host such

that requirements of the virus are met in using certain codons

that are rarely used in its host (Bailly-Bechet et al. 2007;

Dreher 2010). It is expected that coevolution (reciprocally-

driven evolution, Ehrlich and Raven 1984) of virus and host

would harmonize their codon usage, using the host transla-

tion apparatus. Presence of tRNA genes in genomes of some

viruses indicates that the coevolution of virus and its host has

not yet been completed. The virus in the interim has acquired

and retained some tRNA genes from one of its hosts to meet

the requirement of translating mRNAs from all its essential

genes. This explanation requires to be tested by comparison

of viruses of homologous properties.

Adaptation of viruses to hosts using nonstandard genetic codes

There are two views about the host × virus relationship.

Since large majority of host infections are lytic, viruses are

considered parasitic. Viruses transfer new genetic informa-

tion and thereby promote ecological adaptation and evolution

in their hosts. This property suggests host × virus interactions

are symbiotic. The genetic code alterations in cellular

organisms, a means of increasing their biodiversity, pre-

clude infection by viruses that use the standard genetic code.

Indeed, the range of viruses infecting the cellular organisms

of altered genetic code has been observed to be small. A

question has arisen whether genetic code alterations occur

to resist virus parasitism. The observations that most viruses

and hosts coexist and that cellular organisms with altered

genetic code coevolve with viruses suggest that host × virus

relationships are symbiotic and their coevolution is evolu-

tionarily mutually beneficial. Discussed below are examples

of three routes by which viruses adapt/coevolve in response

to the use of nonstandard genetic code in their hosts. One

of these provides strong support to the suggestion that the

nature of host × virus relationships is symbiotic.

Conventional route of virus adaptation to genetic

code alteration in host

Three examples of harmonius correspondence of virus and

host genetic codes are shown in table 2 (rows 1–7). The bac-

terial species Staphylococcus aureus, Lactococcus lactis and
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Table 3. Kinds of protein translation associated genes found in phages and viruses that complement the host translational system for viral gene expression, exemplified by a temperate
phage and a nontemperate phage and an animal virus and two plant viruses.

Bacteriophage Virus

Subject Characteristic D3 T4 OtV5 PBCV1 Mimivirus APMV1

General

Nature of life cycle Temperate Nontemperate Lytic Lytic Lytic
Host Pseudomonas Escherichia coli Ostreococcus tauri Chlorella variabilis Acanthamoeba polyphage

aeruginosa
Family Sophoviridae Myovirideae Phycodnaviridae Phycodnaviridae Mimiviridae

Genome size (bp) 56426 169000 186234 330740 1181404

Number of different translation related genes of varying functions carried in the virus genome

Transfer RNA (tRNA) 4 8 5 11 6
Aminoacyl tRNA 0 0 0 0 4
synthetase (aaRs)
Translation elongation 0 0 0 1a 1a

factor
Translation release factor 0 0 0 0 1a

Whether the above genes 0 0 0 Yes Yes
are expressed and
function during viral
growth cycle
Whether they partially Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
complement the host
translational system for
viral multiplication
References Kropinski (2000); Miller et al. (2003); Derelle et al. (2008); Van Etten (2003); Raoult et al. (2004);

Bailly-Bechet et al. (2007); Bailly-Bechet et al. (2007); Michely et al. (2013). Da-Young et al. (2005); Suzan-Monti et al. (2006);
Lucks et al. (2008). Lucks et al. (2008); Yamada et al. (2006); Abergel et al. (2007);

Dreher (2010). Yanai-Balser et al. (2010). Jeudy et al. (2012);
Colson et al. (2013);
Abrahao et al. (2014).

aThe roles of these virus-specified genes in the viral RNA translation process remains to be understood.
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Thermus thermophilus use the standard genetic code except

that, along with the standard AUG start codon, the GUG

and UUG are also used by them as the nonstandard trans-

lation initiation codons. Phages of these bacteria, such as K

(S. aureus), 4268 (L. lactis) and PhiYS40 (T. thermophilus)

have also evolved to use GUG and UUG as the transla-

tion initiation sites in their open reading frames (ORF).

The phages MAV1 and SpV1-RSA2B like their respec-

tive hosts Mycoplasma arthritidis and Spiroplasma citri use

the opal translation terminator codon UGA of the standard

genetic code as a reassigned codon for the Trp amino acid.

Such harmonius genetic code coevolution has also occurred

between the fungal mitochondria of ascomycete fungus

Ophiostoma novo-ulmi and basidiomycete fungus Helico-

basidium mompa and their respective phages OnuMv1a and

Mitovirus1 and related phages are using the opal stop codon

UGA as a codon for Trp.

Complementary type of host–virus coevolution

A unique host × virus genetic code coevolution is exempli-

fied by the yeasts Scheffersomyces segobiensis and S. stiptis

and the virus SsVL (table 2, row 8). In the yeasts, the CUG

codon has been reassigned from Leu to Ser. In their totivirus

species SsVL, all the CUG codons have been lost, except one

in its gene for the capsid protein. The virus is unable to pro-

duce its own capsid protein. Interestingly, the genome of the

yeast(s) has four tandem copies of totivirus capsid-like pro-

tein. The complementarity of the host in providing a func-

tional protein to the virus which has adopted its genetic code

signifies the importance of virus species over host species.

This example is considered as strong evidence in favour of

the suggestion that virus infections on their hosts, though

apparently parasitic, are really symbiotic

Incompatible host and virus genetic codes

favouring viral growth

Ivanova et al. (2014), in their study on stop codon reassign-

ments in bacteria and phages of human oral cavity, came

across T4 phage-like dsDNA caudovirale phages, exempli-

fied by the phage 2, in whose genomes the amber UAG

stop codon is reassigned for the amino acid Gln. These

phages carried in their genome, the gene for nonstandard

Gln tRNACUA required for translation of reassigned amber

codons and the gene for peptide chain release factor 2 (RF-2)

which is required for termination of translation at opal UGA

codons. Bacteria such as Prevotella of the human oral cavity

did not carry amber stop codon reassignment like in phage

2 but were opal stop codon recoded and carried on their

genome, the gene for peptide chain release factor 1 (RF-1)

which terminates transcription at amber codons. Thus, the

antagonism between the genetic codes of phage 2 and

its putative host(s) was discovered. The mechanism which

resolves the antagonism in favour of viral multiplication,

Figure 1. Diagrammatic representation of genetic interactions
among phage 2, in which amber stop codon is reassigned for glu-
tamine, and its host, in which opal stop codon is reassigned for
glycine, leading to successful burst of phage progeny. (a) Very early
phase in phage 2 life cycle: host expresses its genes, including
that for the translation restriction factor 1 (RF-1) which terminates
translation at amber codons. Early phage genes, that do not con-
tain amber codons in reading frames, get expressed. But late phage
genes, that contain amber codons in reading frames, do not express
on account of the host encoded RF-1 action at the amber sites.
(b) Mid-early phase of viral life cycle: viral gene for the transla-
tion restriction factor 2 (RF-2) begins to express. (c) Late phases of
viral lytic cycle: phage produced RF-2 interrupts expression of host
genes containing opal codon in their reading frames. Expression of
RF-1 now does not occur. Consequently, all the genes of phage can
express. Thus, despite the conflict between the genetic codes of host
and phage, phage 2 is able to complete its life cycle.
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became understood by further analysis of phage genome

organization and the expression is shown in figure 1 and

described below.

Like the model phage T4, phage 2 has genes that in its

lytic cycle are expressed early (genes concerning phage DNA

replication and transcription) and others that are expressed

late (genes concerning phage virion structure and host cell

lysis). The very early expressed genes of phage 2 do not have

amber codons in their reading frames. Therefore, expres-

sion of early phage 2 genes is not interrupted by the host-

encoded RF-1. Phage 2 synthesizes Gln tRNA and RF-2

early, of which the latter blocks the synthesis of host pro-

teins whose genes carry opal codons in their reading frames.

Synthesis of RF-1 gets blocked and phage 2 late genes

are expressed. Phage 2 is able to complete its lytic cycle,

although its genetic code is different from the genetic code

implemented in its host.

It appears that viruses can use their genetic code alterations

to grow on hosts that implement genetic code like their own

or of different kind(s). Viruses evolve genetic code modifi-

cations to counter any host genetic code changes which are

inimical for their propagation.

Extension of host range in viruses possessing

components of translation apparatus

in their genomes

Another route to broader host range has been noted in

mimivirus and megaviruses. In table 3, APMV mimivirus is

shown to carry gene for translation-release factor. This gene

also present in megaviridae viruses encodes a eukaryotic type

of peptide chain-release factor. Certain eukaryotes, such as

ciliates and others, are known to alter their genetic code such

that the stop codon UGA is read as a sense codon (Salas-

Marco et al. 2006; Cheng et al. 2009; Jeudy et al. 2012). It

is likely that viruses possessing eRF1 in their genome can

use such organisms possessing altered genetic code as their

additional hosts.

Concluding remarks

Viruses, predominate living organisms, inhabiting terrestrial

and oceanic environments of earth. Perhaps all organisms

are infected by specific viruses; 850 viruses are known to

infect a strain of Mycobacterium smegmatis. Functions in

living organisms are performed by proteins, the information

for which is encoded in genes borne on genomes of organ-

isms. The main genomes of a large majority of prokaryotes

(eubacteria and archea) and eukaryotes (fungi, animals and

plants) and genomes of organelle (mitochondria and chloro-

plasts of eukaryotes) use the standard genetic code, in their

protein-encoding genes. Among the 64 triplet codons of four

nucleotides, abbreviated as A, T/U, G and C, 61 codons

encode 20 amino acids and three function as stops in protein

translation. All but two amino acids are encoded by 2–6

different codons, leading to degeneracy. There is species-

specific codon usage preference. Genomes in some species

have undergone alterations from the standard genetic code

and their translation system is adapted to the genetic code

change. Twenty altered genetic codes have been discovered.

Viruses use the host translation apparatus to express their

genes. Organelles and cells using nonstandard genetic codes

become resistant to viruses using standard genetic code.

Viruses in order to successfully propagate in their hosts must

coevolve with hosts to match codon usage bias and genetic

code implemented in hosts.

Viruses have taken two routes to meet their codon usage

preference. Mostly, their coevolution with host have resulted

in concordance of codon usage. Some viruses have recruited

tRNA genes into their genomes to complement the transla-

tion apparatus of the host such that codons deficiently used

in host but excessively used in virus that can be translated.

To be able to grow in hosts with altered genetic codes,

mainly, viruses have evolved their genetic code to confirm

with that of host. Where they happened to evolve a genetic

code different from that of host’s altered code, they have

recruited tRNA gene(s) and translation release factor gene to

overcome the incompatibility in their favour. In one instance,

host is complementing an essential function in trans to virus

that had incompletely adopted the genetic code of host. This

is an example of gene flow from viruses to their hosts.

Viruses acquire genetic information from their various hosts,

and from each other, via nonhomologous recombination and

thereby impact host evolution. Bacteria and archaea harbour

phage genomes as episomes and eukaryotic genomes to the

extent of 25–90% consists of various kinds of transposable

elements derived from viruses (Katzourakis and Gifford

2010; Makałowski et al. 2012; Ayarpadikannan and Kim

2014). These features and virus × host adaptations altogether

allow an inference that though their immediate relationship

appears to be that of virus as parasite on its host, host × par-

asite relation is of coevolution and therefore, the true nature

of host × parasite relationships in general can be considered

as symbiotic.
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